
— Redundant conductivity
— Permanent performance
— Meets ANSI/ESD S20.20
— Attractive colors and styles
— Choices of backing allow 

you to install over access
flooring, concrete or VCT 

— Lifetime warranty

StaticSmart™
ESD Carpet
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You manage a networked office 
environment. To protect your
computer system and data
from static electricity,
you’ve installed computer-
grade antistatic carpeting.
One day, without warning,
your system crashes, the
result of a random static
discharge. When the com-
puters are finally operational
again, you discover your data 
is gone. 

N+1 Static Protection for Mission
Critical Applications

Problem is, computer-grade “Low kV” antistatic carpet suppresses static, 

so you won’t get a shock. But suppressing static is not enough. Everyday

occurrences, like a person walking across the floor or sliding out of a

chair—charges so small you can’t even feel them—generate enough 

static electricity to damage electronic components. To protect today’s

high speed computer equipment, static charges must be removed.   

In typical “Low kV” computer-grade carpet, the antistatic bi-component 

is insulated inside the yarn and lacks contact points, yielding compromised

performance. With StaticSmart ESD Carpet, the FiberLink™ conductive

fibers are woven into the yarn bundle, creating an infinite number of contact

points. These contact points provide a fast path to ground, to quickly and

effectively remove static charges. So your floor will never again be the

weak link in a mission critical operation.

Contact us today and find out 
how StaticSmart ESD Carpet can 

protect your data and your business. 

JULIE’S TOTAL

ESD FLOOR PLAN™

OVER-DESIGNED

TO PROVIDE PERMANENT

STATIC DISSIPATION. 
SO YOUR FLOOR WILL

NEVER AGAIN BE THE

WEAK LINK IN A MISSION

CRITICAL OPERATION. 
PART OF JULIE’S TOTAL

ESD FLOOR PLAN™


